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Abstract: Arithmetic and memory address computation 
are performed using adder operations. Hence, design of 
adders form an important subset of electronic chip design 
functionality. Performance of BCD adders is to be 
considered with gate count, area, delay, power 
consumption. A new BCD adder design is attempted here 
to reduce the delay and thereby increasing the speed of 
response. BCD adder design is considered with respect to 
high speed addition requirement including multi operand 
addition, multiplication and division. The new 
architecture supports 64 bit and 128 bit operands and 
reduces the delay by adding parallelism. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In present electronics systems, each digit in decimal number is 
encoded using Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) method. 
Decimal fractions are pervas ive in human endeavors, 
yet most cannot be represented by binary fractions. In recent 
times, research has been done on designing BCD adders and 
different designs have been proposed [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].  
Enhancing the speed of the BCD arithmetic is the major 
consideration which need to be taken care while design the 
BCD arithmetic block which is being discussed in this paper. 
The various techniques for higher order BCD numbers high 
speed addition which form the core for arithmetic operations 
such as multi-operand addition [3, 4], multiplication [5] and 
division [6] is being introduced and analyzed in this paper. A 
new architecture for the fast decimal addition is proposed, 
based on which architectures for higher order adders such as 
ripple carry and carry look-ahead adder is derived. The rest of 
paper is organized as follows: BCD arithmetic’s overview 
briefs the background for decimal adders. High speed BCD 
adder briefs the design of higher valence adder. In result and 
discussion session brief discusses about an area, timing and 

power results for reduced delay BCD adder, modified reduced 
delay BCD adder and suggested adder high valence BCD 
adder has been presented.   

II. BCD ARITHMETIC OVERVIEW 
 
BCD is the digit by digit binary representation of the decimal 
number. For example the number (9527)10 = (1001 0101 
0010 0111)BCD. From the given example it can be observed 
that there is a binary code for each digit of the decimal 
number and then concatenated to form the BCD 
representation of the given decimal number. All arithmetic 
and logical operations should be defined to use the BCD 
representation. As the decimal number system contains 10 
digits i.e., 0 to 9, in order to represent a BCD digit at least 4 
bits are required. Considering a decimal digit A, the BCD 
representation is given by A4A3A2A1. The only point of note 
is that the maximum value that can be represented by a BCD 
digit is 9. The representation of (10)10 in BCD is (0001 
0000)2. 
 
Addition in BCD can be explained by considering two 
decimal digits A and B with BCD representations as 
A4A3A2A1 and B4B3B2B1 respectively. In the conventional 
algorithm, a 4-bit binary adder has been used to add the given 
input numbers. When two decimal numbers are added, an 
overflow condition can occur when the resultant sum exceed 
9. When an overflow condition occurs, the resultant sum is 
added with binary equivalent of 6 to obtain the correct BCD 
representation. This is due binary representation of the BCD 
numbers. The four binary number moves in the range from 
0000 to 1111 whereas BCD ranges from 0000 to 1001. In 
order to compensate the range 1010 to 1111 in binary into 
BCD addition of 6 is introduced in the BCD addition 
computation. 
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III. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
In this section, an overview is given for reduced delay BCD 
adder [13], modified reduced delay BCD adder [14]. The 
previously proposed BCD adders are implemented in Verilog 
HDL and synthesized in order to make a comparison with the 
proposed BCD adder. The synthesis results of the adders are 
presented in results and discussion session. The block diagram 
of the reduced delay BCD adder [13] is shown in figure 1. 
The reduced delay BCD adder consists of Adder, Analyzer, 
Carry network block and sum correction block. Carry Look 
Ahead adder is used to add the two BCD input. In order to 
determine whether an output of CLA is equal to or greater 
than 9, an Analyzer block is used. Analyzer block gets Sum 
output from CLA and generates two signals namely Digit 
Generate (DG) and Digit Propagate (DP). Digit Generate 
(DG) will be high if the Sum output of CLA is greater than 9 
and Digit Propagate (DP) will be high if Sum output is exactly 
9. The equations for DG and DP are given below.  
 
DG = Carry Out + Sum [3]. (Sum [1] + Sum [2]) (1) 
 
DP = Sum [3]. Sum [0]    (2) 
 
The carry value for each digit is computed inside the Carry 
network using the following equation. 
 
Output carry = (DG + DP). Cin   (3) 
 
The carry network can be of any parallel prefix network. The 
carries computed by Carry network are used in the correction 
step. A 4-bit binary adder is used for correction. The modified 
reduced delay BCD adder [14] is the modified version of the 
reduced delay BCD adder. There are two major differences 

between reduced delay BCD adder and modified reduced 
delay BCD adder: First, in Adder, Analyzer block an extra 
input is given which is connected to Cin in the first stage and 
for subsequent stages this input is grounded.  Second, Cin is 
no more used to correct the sum output of first stage adder. In 
existing algorithm [13] to generate the carry for each digit, a 
carry network has been used in addition of two BCD decimal 
numbers. The number levels in carry network will increase 
when the number of digits in given BCD digits increases. 
Increase in the levels of carry network will in turn increases 
the delay in calculating the final carry out.  In the proposed 
adder, three signals named CG, CP, and P will be computed 
using input operands. CG is the carry generate signal, CP is 
the carry propagate signal and P is the Predict signal 
determines the sum of two corresponding digits is greater than 
or equal to 9. The final carry output Cini+1 can be determined 
using the above three signals without using the carry network. 
In order to determine whether carry is suppressed in the 
current digit location or propagated to the next digit, the 
signal P of the current digit and signal P from previous digit 
can be used. The output of the carry network and the output of 
the carry suppression or propagation logic is ORed to generate 
the value which will be used in the correction step. 
 
The equation for value (V) used in the correction step is as 
follows: 
 
V = (Cini+1) + (Pi & Pi-1 & Cin)    (4) 
 
Cini+1: Output carries to next digit, Pi: Signal P to next digit, 
Pi-1: Signal P from previous digit, Cin: carry input from 
previous digit. The digital logic which implements the above 
algorithm is discussed in the following section. 
 

 

 
Fig. 1 Reduced Delay BCD adder 
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IV. HIGHER VALENCE BCD ADDITION 
 
The existing conventional BCD adder [9] is simple in 
operation, but very slow due to the ripple carry effect. In BCD 
additions following cases are considered: 
 
Case 1:  The sum of two BCD digits is smaller than 9. 
Case 2:  The sum of two BCD digits is greater than 9. 
Case 3:  The sum of two BCD digitals is exactly 9 
 
For the first two cases, the incoming carry has no effect on 
determining the output carry. Therefore, the carry output will 
be independent of carry input. On the other hand for case 3, 
the output carry will depend on the input carry. Case 2 and 
Case 3 can be represented by a Carry Generate (CG), Carry 
propagates (CP) and P signals, respectively. The computation 
of the CG, CP and P signals of a digit are shown in Fig 2. The 
signals CG, CP and P are calculated using the Sum and Carry 
outputs of the CLA adder in first stage using following 
equations. 
 
CP=SUM [3].SUM [0]    (5) 
 
CG= Cout + (SUM [3]. (SUM [2] +SUM [1])) (6) 
 
P= SUM [3]. (SUM [2] +SUM [1] +SUM [0]) (7) 
 
 

 
Fig. 2 Carry generate and carry propagate 

 
 
In High speed BCD adder, the carry input is no more 
connected to the adder block as in modified reduced delay 

BCD adder [14] instead; it is directly connected to the carry 
look ahead block which will generate carry to next stage.  
 
 
 
 
Because of the above modification the first stage adders will 
not depend on the carry input. Also the output carry will be 
independent of the PG logic. Output carry from CLA block is 
calculated from the following equation. 
 
Ci+4=CGi+4 + Pi+4(CGi+3 + Pi+3 (CGi+2 + Pi+2 (CGi+1 + Pi+1 Cin)))       
(8) 
 
Where, i = 0, 4, 8... 
 

 
Fig. 3 Adder and analyzer block. 

 
Carry network can be a parallel prefix network which 
performs their operations in a constant time irrespective of the 
length of inputs. In this paper Kogge-Stone [8] prefix network 
is used as carry network. The output of the carry network is 
used for correction of the output. Carry suppressor will take in 
P value from the present digit, P value from the previous digit 
and the carry input and determine whether to suppress the 
carry or to propagate to the next digit. Carry suppressor also 
generates the correction value which is to be added to the sum 
value to convert it back to the BCD equivalent. The integrated 
block diagram of Adder, Analyzer, CLA and Carry network is 
shown in Figure 2.  
 
The correction to the sum output of first stage adder is done 
by adding 0, 1, 6 or 7 to it. As in [13], the generation of 
correction value will depend on the present digit carry output 
and previous digit carry output.   
 
Figure 3 shows the block diagram for High Speed BCD adder 
which includes CLA adder in the first stage, combination of 
PG logic, CLA to generate next stage carry and Carry 
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suppressor in the second stage and Correction logic in third 
stage. 
 
Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the proposed reduced 
delay BCD adder. 

 
Fig. 4 Higher valence BCD adder 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The reduced delay BCD adder [13], the modified reduced 
delay BCD adder [14] and High speed BCD adder has been 
designed to support 64-bit and 128-bit decimal addition with 
BCD operands. All the adders are designed using Verilog 
HDL and the designs are optimized in synopsys design 
compiler using TSMC 65nm library. The results of 64-bit and 
128 bit presented in table 1 and table 2 respectively.  
 
When Reduced Delay BCD (RBCD) adder is compared for 
delay with Modified Reduced Delay BCD adder (MRBCD) 
and High Speed BCD adder (HSBCD), delay decreases by 
2.2% and 58.5% respectively.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
When Modified Reduced Delay BCD adder is compared with 
High Speed BCD adder delay decreases by 57.9%. In terms of 
area, when Reduced Delay BCD (RBCD) adder is compared, 
Modified Reduced Delay BCD adder (MRBCD) and High 
Speed BCD adder (HSBCD), area increases by 2.6% and 
13.1% respectively.  
 
When Modified Reduced Delay BCD adder is compared with 
High Speed BCD adder area increases by 10.3%. Power 
calculations show that Reduced Delay BCD (RBCD) adder 
shows an increase of 3.3% and 9.7% respectively over 
Reduced Delay BCD adder (MRBCD) and High Speed BCD 
adder (HSBCD). When Modified Reduced Delay BCD adder 
is compared with High Speed BCD adder, power increases by 
6.1%. 
 
When simulations are repeated for 128 bit design, the results 
are as in Table 2. In terms of delay, Modified Reduced Delay 
BCD adder (MRBCD) and High Speed BCD adder (HSBCD), 
delay decreases by 5% and  39.1% respectively over reduced 
delay BCD adder (RBCD).  When Modified Reduced Delay 
BCD adder is compared with High Speed BCD adder delay 
decreases by 35.9%. For area calculations, when Reduced 
Delay BCD (RBCD) adder is compared, Modified Reduced 
Delay BCD adder (MRBCD) and High Speed BCD adder 
(HSBCD), area increases by 0.9% and 7.8% respectively. 
However, for the same comparison, Modified Reduced Delay 
BCD adder is compared with High Speed BCD adder area 
increases by 6.7%. Power calculations show, Modified 
Reduced Delay BCD adder (MRBCD) and High Speed BCD 
adder (HSBCD), power increases by 2.3% and 6.4% 
respectively over RBCD. When Modified Reduced Delay 
BCD adder is compared with High Speed BCD adder, power 
increases by 4%. 

Table 1 Synthesis results of 64 bit high speed BCD adder and 64 bit Modified Reduced delay BCD adder. 
  

Parameters Reduced Delay 
BCD adder 

Modified Reduced 
Delay 

High Speed 

Gate Count 445 452 556 

Area 1187µm 1218µm 1343.52µm 

Delay 0.9ns 0.88ns 0.37ns 

Dynamic Power 355.41µw 365.83µw 389.14µw 
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leakage Power 33.2µw 35.9µw 37.2µw 

Total Power 388.61µw 401.73µw 426.34µw 

 
 

 

Table 2 Synthesis results of 128 bit high speed BCD adder and 128 bit Modified Reduced delay BCD adder. 
 

Parameters Reduced Delay 
BCD adder 

Modified Reduced 
Delay 

High Speed 

Gate Count 942 950 1112 

Area 2493µm 2517.11µm 2687.04µm 

Delay 1.2ns 1.14ns 0.73ns 

Dynamic Power 735.32pW 748.65pW 780.99pW 

leakage Power 68.1pW 73.3pW 74.48pW 

Total Power 803.42pW 821.95pW 855.47pW 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper describes the design high speed BCD adder to 
perform decimal addition. The adder has been synthesized 
with 65nm CMOS library. The new decimal adder improves 
the delay of BCD addition by increasing parallelism.  The 
adder has been designed using the Verilog HDL and verified 
for different corner case inputs. The new proposed adder has 
the shortest delay among the decimal adders examined in this 
paper. 
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